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I ____________________, however, to a very small sum of money, with no
apparent prospect of increasing it; and at that time I reduced myself to
practically one meal a day, with the most disgusting consequences to my
health.

1.

(reduce)

There are few persons who have not, at some period of their lives, amused
themselves in retracing the steps by which particular conclusions of their own
minds _____________________.

2.

(attain)

The dangers to which I ____________________ cannot have been
unknown to you, and the guarded silence you have observed upon that
circumstance is what I ought not to have expected from you, either as a friend
or as President of the United States.

3.

(expose)

We shall afterwards see that attempts _________________ to interpret
one of these narratives as a nature-myth; but the attempts seem
unsuccessful.

4.

(make)

The pedal __________________ the soul of the piano.5. (call)

Thirdly, when two or more varieties ___________________ in different
portions of a strictly continuous area, intermediate varieties will, it is probable,
at first have been formed in the intermediate zones, but they will generally
have had a short duration.

6.

(form)

But it ________________, that by the etiquette of your court, that grade
cannot be received there under a favorable countenance.
7.

(say)

Hybrids _____________________ both in Paris and London from this
same genus.
8.

(produce)

Even a female of sense and spirit _____________________ to command
the countrymen of Zenobia.
9.

(permit)

I really think I _______________________ by spies to report and distort
every word and look and gesture.
10.

(surround)
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A regiment of Northern troops ____________________ by the mob.11.
(assail)

No one can feel more sensible than I do of the necessity of hereafter
publishing in detail all the facts, with references, on which my conclusions
_____________________; and I hope in a future work to do this.

12.

(ground)

No regard ________________ to time, place, and circumstance; and the
names of persons ____________________ to the several books which it was
as impossible they should write, as that a man should walk in procession at
his own funeral.

13.

(pay) (affix)

This consideration might be supposed to operate upon him now-at this
late period-since it _________________ in evidence that he was seen with
Marie-but it would have had no force at the period of the deed.

14.

(give)

You ask me about those mysterious and frightful intimacies between
children and serpents, of which so many instances
_____________________.

15.

(record)

A political conspiracy ____________________ at Port-au-Prince.16. (detect)

Obviously they ___________________ by someone who has very
carelessly scraped round the edges of the sole in order to remove crusted
mud from it.

17.

(cause)

Much of the cruelty afterwards perpetrated by the savages
______________________ to this unfortunate officer; but justice requires the
admission that his speech was calculated rather to diminish than increase
their habitual ferocity.

18.

(attribute)

Within the brief space of four years which now divides us from the date of
her decease, her genius ____________________ to the world under many
phases, and has been recognized throughout France and England.

19.

(reveal)

The important archives ________________________ to Naples.20.
(transport)
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